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Rewind with rob 
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The top half of the field was clinking 
glasses of champagne and slurping 
down caviar on the streets of Monaco 
after that wet-dry race two weeks ago. 
The bottom half was left picking up 
pieces of shattered carbon fiber, 
wondering how they could have kept 
off of the wall. F1’s crown jewel did 
not disappoint, with exciting racing and 
pivotal tactical decisions proving 
decisive. Let’s get to the results. 
 

• P1, Odious Lewis; P2 Pretty 
Ricky; P3, Perez; P4, Vettel; 
P5, Alonso; P6, Hulkenberg; 
P7, Rosberg; P8 Sainz; P9, 
Button; P10, The Troll 

• The top 5 teams picked 
Odious Lewis to be sitting 
pole; the bottom 3 teams 
picked Rosberg on pole 

• The top 7 teams had a Silver 
Arrow winning the race 

• Every team had Rosberg on 
the podium; only 7 teams had 
Hamilton on the podium 

• PIT ROAD HOOLIGANS had 
its highest finish of the season; 
perhaps there is hope for 
Manor and Sauber 
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O'Brien Red Bull Audi (45) 
Took the checkered flag with 45 points. 
The key for O’BRBA was picking 
Hamiton to win. It got the 10 points 
for the correct position and the bonus 
10 for picking the winner. O’Brien Red 
Bull Audi also got one of the highest 
scores of the season by picking Sainz 
correctly at P8 and having near hits 
with Vettel at P5 and Button at P10. 
Your humble correspondent 
recommends more faith in McLaren 
going forward -- Button took P9. 

Sauber Alfa Romeo (37) 
(Formerly Osogno) took second with 
37 points. It had the same top 4 
positions as O’BRBA but scored a lot 
less down the grid. Sauber Alfa Romeo 
showed a worrisome lack of 
consistency with a lot of goose eggs. 
Was this a harbinger of its fall from 
grace? Sauber Alfa Romeo still tops the 
leaderboard with 207 points, but 
O’Brien Red Bull Audi is nipping at its 
heels with 192. 
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Tonka BMW (34) 
Grabbed the last podium place with 34 
points in its home race. Despite getting 
a big zero at P1 (Rosberg), Tonka 
BWM showed Osogno-like 
consistency, garnering points in P2, P3, 
P4, P7-10. The big win for Tonka 
BMW was correctly slotting Vettel in 
P4. It looks like those development 
tokens paid dividends. Tonka BMW is 
3rd overall with 175 points. 

FO Racing (32)  
Had a much needed bounce back race, 
ending 4th with 32 points. It was feast 
or famine for FO Racing, netting 20 
points for Hamilton in P1 and precious 
little elsewhere. FO Racing stepped up 
big in the season-long rankings to 5th 
with 151 points. 

Pit Road Hooligans (29) 
Stunned the racing world by finishing 
5th, despite making only 4 picks (and 
those picks having been made at the 
outset of the season). Finally that 
Hamilton pick in P1 paid off, giving 
PRH 20 of its 29 points. Alonso at P7 
also gave PRH some points. 
 

 

Canadian GP 

“If you’re not first, you’re 
last”  

– Ricky Bobby’s 
Dad 
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JBone (22) 
Suffered a significant setback with major 
brake issues. It collected only 22 points. 
Let’s give JBone some credit, as it was 
the only team to correctly put Ricciardo 
in P2. Of course, Ricciardo would say 
he was only in P2 because his team 
“f**king sucks,” but that’s racing. 
Notably, JBone also ended his feud with 
Williams, putting The Troll at P8 and 
getting some points for that pick. JBone 
is 4th overall with 167 points. 

Scuderia Drew (14) 
Weekend in Monaco was about as 
forgettable as Ferrari’s. It almost had to 
drop out of the race but did grab 14 
points. Scuderia Drew had both Ferraris 
in the top 4, with the Red Bulls behind 
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them. Some would argue that’s no 
longer the pecking order. Scuderia 
Drew also barely missed points on 
Alonso, putting him at P8 and 
underselling his racing prowess. Full 
points for The Troll at P10 and 
Scuderia Drew needed all of them. It 
sits 7th overall with 125 points. 

Schweizer F1 (7) 
Pulled off a stunt it probably would 
have rather not have -- scoring the 
lowest points in any race this season 
(7), including the “performances” of 
PIT ROAD HOOLIGANS. Schweizer 
F1 used its same picks from Spain with 
much less success, which shows how 
much the results vary track to track. 
With the twists and turns of Monaco, 
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the Williams cars had no business being 
put in P5 and P7. Unfortunately, 
Schweizer was the only team brave 
enough to put a non-Silver Arrow in P1 
(Vettel) and it paid the price for that 
selection, netting zero for Vettel’s P4 
finish. 

 

 

 

 

 
 



  • Another week, another celebrity 
meeting for world champion Lewis 
Hamilton, who caught up with 
Neymar and Justin Bieber at a 
sporting event. Hamilton was later 
caught water skiing with Bieber.  

• Nico Rosberg expects to sign a new 
Mercedes contract this month, but 
Toto Wolff has again hinted that 
the team are looking at alternatives 
should the German not be around 
in 2017. 

• Renault has reached agreement 
with Red Bull to continue to 
provide power units for the 2017 
and 2018 season. 

• Felipe Massa, 35, says this season 
could be his last with Williams. 
Felipe Massa is not afraid that 
Jenson Button could replace him at 
Williams next year. 

• Pastor Maldonado is in talks with 
teams about returning to Formula 
1, after losing his seat at Renault 
over the winter. 

• Rather than picking sides, Sauber 
have blamed both drivers for their 
Monaco GP collision. Team 
principal Monisha Kaltenborn has 
even labeled the crash 
"unacceptable". 

 
 

Charlie’s Chatter If these tracks could talk - John Szabo 

The Canadian GP made its way to Montreal in 1978.  And setting aside 
the brief hiatus we all know about in 2009, has been held in Montreal 
ever since.  Track named after Canadian driver Gilles Villeneuve, who 
fatally crashed during qualifying at the 1982 Belgian GP. 

Last year’s winner : Lewis Hamilton 
Most wins all time : Michael Schumacher (7 titles) 
 
Maybe the most exciting part of the race will be the final corner of 
Circuit Gilles Villeneuve, known as Champions Wall.  Many past 
champions have been known to crash into the wall at this corner 
(Schumacher, Damon Hill, Jenson Button, to name a few).  So keep your 
eyes on this corner for some action.  The circuit is known for overtaking 
and aggressive driving, as a couple of us witnessed in 2014 when man 
child Daniel Ricciardo went on to win the race following a crash on the 
final laps of the race.  For our viewing this weekend, two of the best 
overtaking spots on the circuit are the l'epingle hairpin at turn 10 and the 
final chicane at turns 12 and 13 at the end of the back straight. However, 
also look out for action in the opening complex of corners along with 
turns six and eight as the track twists through the park. 

Ideally for these types of corners a high down force setup is required to 
add stability under braking - the track tests brakes to their limits - and for 
traction on the corner exit. However, a back straight of over 1km means 
that set-up is a delicate balancing act. (h/t sportinglife.com) 

Many people say the most action occurs off the track on the idyllic 
Montreal cobble stone streets, but I would recommend keeping your 
eyes on the track this weekend boys, the clubs will be there next year. 

 



 

The romance started back 
in December 2014 during 
the Ferrari Christmas party, 
but after only a year and a 
half the relationship 
between 34-year-old 
Fernando Alonso and 29-
year-old Lara Álvarez is 
apparently over. The end 
came quite abruptly. It was 
just yesterday that the 
Spanish gossip magazine, 
Diez Minutos, reported that 
Alonso and Álvarez were 
due to be married before 
the end of the year. Álvarez 
had been sporting a large 
diamond ring on her left 
hand for a number of months. In March, however, Álvarez was seen entering a gym in Majadahonda, a residential 
community northwest of Madrid, in the company of a female friend. She was not wearing the ring that Alonso had 
given her, and refused to give any statements to the press. In the meantime, and lacking any official statements by 
either one, all photographs of the happy couple posted on social media in the last few years have been deleted. Álvarez, 
a TV host known for her work on Spanish Survivor, has been previously linked with Real Madrid star Sergio Ramos.  

 
So what has the eligible 
bachelor been up to the last 
few months? If you believe 
the internet rumors, Alonso 
has wasted little time before 
moving on to the latest and 
greatest European model. 
Numerous disreputable 
sources have claimed Alonso 
is now dating 21-year-old 
Instagram model Viki 
Odintcova. Odintcova, who 
has an official contract with 
the Moscow-based modeling 
agency Mavrin Models, has 
2.3 million Instagram 
followers. 
 

Wag of the week 



 

Tyre me out 

Tyre strategy should be of the utmost importance this weekend.  
 
In 2015, the Canadian Grand Prix was a one-stop race. That’s a bit odd, because most of the recent Canadian Grand Prix 
have been two-stop affairs. Some criticized Pirelli for being too conservative in selecting the Soft and Super-Soft (SS) last 
year (that criticism is really that the compounds didn’t degrade enough; because those were the most aggressive 
compounds available). The SS was definitely the tyre of choice, with the leaders able to put 25 to 30 laps on their used SS 
before switching to Softs for the last 40+ laps of this 70 lapper. SS was so preferred that Ferrari only did 15 or so laps on 
the Softs before switching back to SS (its two-stop strategy left it off the podium entirely, however). Many are hoping 
that the degradation of the UltraSoft compound at this year’s race will be high enough to force the teams to make some 
interesting strategy decisions. Monaco was a very low-degradation track, so the Canadian Grand Prix is the first real test 
of the UltraSofts’ ability to run long stints. 
 
In 2016, Pirelli brought the Soft and SS again as the harder tyres, with the Ultras as the new Q3 tyre. Most teams seem 
to be banking on the Ultras being able to run for a while, with those being favoured by a large margin. Of the 13 sets of 
tyres, no team is taking less than half in Ultras, while Haas is taking 10 (!) and Mercedes 8. With Hamilton calling the 
Ultras “super-softs painted purple,” there is a feeling that degradation won’t be an issue. Also of note, Renault and Haas 
are taking zero SuperSofts. 
 

The high number of UltraSofts needs little explanation -
- soft tyres are fast tyres. The relatively high number of 
Softs selected may be a reflection of a new requirement 
that the Softs be used in the race. Typically, Pirelli 
designates both of the harder compounds as official 
“Race” tyres. Then a team must run at least one of those 
tyres. Traditionally, a team will take the softer of the 
two and use that with the Q3 tyre to fill out the racing 
laps. This year in Canada, however, there are some 
indications that the Soft is the only “Race” compound, 
which, if true, means that a team must run a Soft set 
during the race (Theory 1). (Alternatively, this 
designation could simply mean that teams are not 
obligated to bring any SS this weekend (Theory 2)).  If 
Softs must be raced, that could explain why some teams 
have selected quite a few of the Softs. They will want to 
dial in the car on Softs in FP and Q and still have some 
for the race. Even if the Softs aren’t required, some of 
the teams that feel they have to mix up the strategy a bit 
to be competitive may run Softs to make the 2016 race 
a one-stop race, just like the winners did in 2015 
(Theory 3). There is yet another possible explanation 
for Softs being favored over the SS. Some say the Soft 
and Ultras run well in high temperatures, while the SS 
run best in lower temps (Theory 4). Teams could be 
banking on higher temps in Montreal and thus shunning 
the SS. Which of these theories is correct (if any)? 
We’ll see when the lights go out. 



 Heading into the 2014 season, on the heels of Sebastian Vettel’s fourth consecutive World Championship, Bernie 
Ecclestone decided to introduce new engine regulations to police power unit development. Those regulations, known as 
the “token system”, were developed to level the playing field and prevent astronomical development costs. 
 
In short, the car’s power unit is broken down into 42 parts, with each of those allocated a token 'weight' from one to 
three depending on importance, and with the entire system comprising 66 tokens. Each engine manufacturer was given a 
set number of tokens to spend on development. For example, should a team choose to develop the oil pressure pumps it 
would have to use one of its available tokens, whereas to improve the combustion parts it would require three tokens. To 
further complicate matters, the FIA decided to decrease the number of tokens available each year (32 tokens available in 
2015, 16 tokens in 2016, etc.) as well as freeze or “black out” development on certain engine parts. It was also 
understood that engine manufacturers would need to spend all of their engine development points in the off season and 
submit a finalized engine prior to the start of the season.  
 
Fast forward to the middle of the 2014 season. Mercedes is running away with the championship, and Honda is struggling 
to develop a reliable engine. Honda, Ferrari and Renault, desperate to introduce much-needed upgrades, approach the 
FIA to allow in-season engine development. The FIA denies the request, but Ferrari, not to be dissuaded, points out that 
the regulations do not specifically stipulate when a final engine has to be lodged for 2015. The FIA has no choice to admit 
their mistake. Manufacturers now have the option of introducing upgrades to their engines throughout the season. That is 
as long as they stick to the 32 development token limit and do not exceed the four-engine per car limit for the season.  
 
It is now 2016, and since the FIA is run by a bunch of idiots, F1 has changed the engine regulations once again. To 
summarize the rules for 2016: engine manufacturers are given 32 tokens for both pre-season and in-season development 
testing, all “black out” restrictions have been removed, and each driver is allowed five power units1, up from four, during 
the championship season. The power unit restriction plays an important role in the token system as teams have to 
introduce new components to their power units in the context of engine replacements. In other words, if a team decides 
to spend tokens to upgrade the coils and spark plugs they would be using one of their six internal combustion engine 
elements in the upgrade. So far this season, Ferrari has spent 26 tokens (6 remaining), Mercedes has spent 21 (11 
remaining), Honda has spent 18 (14 remaining), and Renault has spent 11 (21 remaining).  
 
Finally, as you may have guessed, the powers that be have begun behind the scenes talks over the 2017 regulations. It 
appears that the token system will be abolished all together next season. So while the days of the token system may be 
numbered, the door is now open for manufacturers to spend at will on development. Are we looking at an arms race for 
2017 and beyond? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1 The power unit is deemed to consist of six separate elements: the internal combustion engine (ICE), the motor 
generator unit-kinetic (MGU-K), the motor generator unit-heat (MGU-H), the energy store (ES), turbocharger (TC) 
and control electronics (CE). Each driver is permitted to use only five of each of the above six elements during a 
championship season and any combination of them may be fitted to a car at any one time. Should a driver use more than 
five of any of the six power unit elements during the course of a season, a grid penalty will be imposed. 

The “Token System” Simplified 


